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Thank You...
...for your readership, for your feedback, for helping us grow.
The information shared in these newsletters is driven by your feedback. Thank you
for reading; for shaping our offerings with your responses; for helping us grow; and
for inspiring us to keep working hard.
Our primary motivation is 1) to help you find the right EHR for your practice, whether
that's PIMSY or not! 2) to ease some of your workload by researching and compiling
industry & compliance changes, so you don't have to.
Thank you for helping us in these endeavors!!
Best Wishes for a safe & Happy Thanksgiving,
the PIMSY Team

WHY SHOULD YOU PICK PIMSY?
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EHRs are a dime a dozen. What makes

While PIMSY is an incredible system and

PIMSY stand out from the pack?

we'd love to have you as a client, our top
priority is helping you connect with

> PIMSY is both an EHR and a

the right EHR for your practice, even

practice management system:

if that means it's not PIMSY.

everything is connected, electronically, in
one smart, integrated package

There are many factors that influence
finding a good EHR fit, and it's vital to take

> PIMSY grows with your practice:

your time when choosing one. Too often,

PIMSY offers 4 different tiers of price &

a practice will select a system without

functionality, so you have access to all of

enough research and end up with a legacy

the features you want but can pick the

system that they outgrow within a few

level you need. Move seamlessly between

years (or less!)

the plans as your practice grows.
The industry is currently saturated
> Flexibility: PIMSY's Q&A features allow

with organizations on their second,

you to customize the system to your

third or fourth program; and the time

specifications

& energy to switch systems is far
greater than the initial research and

> Outstanding Support: our stellar

investment to find the right EHR. To

support team guides you every step of the

help, we offer complimentary guides for

way and provides all the tools needed to

this important choice.

get the most out of PIMSY.
Check out our Software Shopping Tips, 7
Click here for details or here to get

Tips to Find the Right EHR for Your

started.

Practice, and our EMR Resource Center for
upcoming articles and additional tools.
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